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APOLLO® COMPACT LAMINATE WORKSURFACES 
INSTALLATION GUIDE

Apollo® Compact Laminate) worksurfaces are a solid, strong, very hard 
wearing, highly  resistant material that is low maintenance and easy to 
clean. It can be fitted in kitchens or bathrooms to create very durable 
slimline worksurfaces, shelving and wall panelling. 

Installing Apollo® Compact Laminate is easy. And can be fitted with the use of 
every day woodworking tools used by a competent joiner.

Please read these instructions thoroughly before commencing installation. Ensure 
that you read, understand and follow Health and Safety Guidelines carefully
Comprehensive video clips demonstrating installation and general Care & Maintenance are 
available at www.sheridan-uk.com

About Apollo® Compact Laminate

Solid 12.5mm thick Material

Self supporting and dimensionally stable

Very hard wearing, non porous and easily maintained

Solid, through coloured core

Exposed edges supplied with Spindled finish only

Tested to FIRA industry standards

Offers slimline, stylish and contemporary look

Health & Safety 

SITE DO’s & DON’Ts
DO store the workpieces correctly before you 
install the worksurfaces - see next page for 
detailed guidance.
DO Ensure that area of installation is clean and free 
of dust, dirt etc.
DO Keep your work area clean and tidy.
DO Seal the doorways of adjoining rooms with 
plastic sheeting when working indoors.
DO Cut the material outside wherever possible to 
minimise the amount of  dust inside the room.
DO use Trestles and/or a Workbenches to fully 
support your workpieces.
DO Ensure that the cabinets that are to support the 
worksurfaces are levelled flat and are clean, smooth 
and free from any dust and dirt.
DO Cut or drill into spare pieces of MDF or chipboard 
to avoid chipped or flaked edges.
DO always allow Electric Tools with  Slow or Soft Start to 
reach full speed before beginning any cutting, drilling, 

routering or sanding.

Installation Materials and Care & Maintenance
The abrasive materials required to finish the cut and 
shaped edges are detailed on page 5 "Finishing and 
Polishing"
The Care & Maintenance  Kit contains the materials 
and advice to keep your Installation in good condition.

HEALTH & SAFETY DO’s & DON’Ts
DO ensure adequate ventilation to enable dust and 
fumes to escape when working indoors.
DO Wear a Dust Mask when cutting and sanding.
DO Wear Ear Defenders when cutting and sanding.
DO Wear Safety Glasses when cutting and sanding.
DO secure workpieces to the Trestles or 
Workbenches.
DO Always use the correct tools for each task and 
ensure that they are sharp and free from clogging and 
swarf.
DO keep Children, Pets and visitors away from the 
work area.
Don't lift or carry without trained assistance
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Tools and Consumables Required

Before You Start
• Read this Instalation Guide thoroughly to understand the required steps to a satisfying installation.

• Check each worktop for any signs of damage.Note that It is not unusual for these worktops to bow slightly with changes in
temperature and ambient humidity, this is normal for this material and not a product fault - see the previous storage
instructions.

• Make sure you have the correct tools and materials available before starting.

• Make sure that the supporting cabinets and any walls that the panels are to be fitted too are clean, smooth and free from
any dust and dirt, and are flat and level and any loose or damaged surfaces are repaired.

• A clearance of 2-3mm should always be allowed between the installed surfaces and walls or cabinets to allow for natural
movement with changes in temperature and humidity of the walls and any surrounding cabinetry.

• Plan the installation sequence starting from the corner and ensure that you have sufficient material to complete the

Handling and Storage

Handling
Do: Always carry your worktops on their edge, they should be lifted and handled by at least 2 people 
his will prevent the worktops from bowing and cracking under their own weight.
Do: Handle the worktops as little as possible, they are very heavy and the edges can be easily damaged by impacts 
from their own weight.

Storage
Do: Prepare the storage area for your delivery, it should be a dry room at normal room temperature (18 - 20°C), away 
from direct heat sources and damp floors or walls.
Do: Store worktops flat on at least 4 equal thickness support bearers (see above) – keeping the worktop vertical on 
edge, lower one edge carefully onto the bearers and then let down the other edge flat onto the bearers. 
DO NOT: Store in an outhouse, shed, damp garage or any room that is not weather proof, with an unstable 
temperature, or in an unoccupied property.
DO NOT: Store vertically, on edge or directly on the floor, this will cause the worktops to bow and distort.

Do: Acclimatise the worktops to their installed room 24 – 48 hours before installation – move the worktops into or next 
to the installation site and unpack, store flat on the floor as before but with dividing bearers between each worktop to 
allow good air circulation.
DO NOT: Install in any room that is freshly plastered, with any residual damp or that is unheated. 
DO NOT: Install in any newly built unoccupied property unless it is properly heated and ventilated. 

Apollo® Compact Worktop

4 Dividing wooden strips

4 Wooden Bearers
agna

Apollo® Compact Worktop

Apollo® Compact Worktop

GENERAL TOOLS – not supplied by Sheridan Fabrications

•Straight Edge - at least 2 metres and Level - at least 1200mm.

•Hand router: minimum of 1850W with ½”/12.7mm Colet size.

•30mm Guide Bush

•12.7mm x 40mm TCT Router Cutter.

•Size 20 Biscuit TCT Router Cutter.

•Straight Trimming Router Cutter (with a guide bearing).

•Drainer groove cutter – if required to make drainer grooves.

•Electric saw – with fine tooth blades.

•G-Clamps and Wooden/MDF blocks for clamping joints.

•Hot Melt glue gun

•Silicone Gun

Various Jigs are available to help install Sink & Hob Cut-
outs and Drainer Grooves to suit your installation 

Compact Laminate ® Installation Kit - Contents

•2 x Sanding disks 180grit

•2 x Sanding disks 240grit

•Abrasive Pad 360

•10 x Joint Biscuits

• 1 x 20ml bottles Acetone

•10 Sink/Bracket fixing Brass Inserts and Bolts

•Epoxy Resin Adhesive Clear50ml to glue joints

Not supplied by Sheridan Fabrications

•Hot Melt Adhesive fixing the wooden g-clamp blocks in place
when jointing

• 50mm roll of self adhesive aluminium heat resistant hob
tape

•Silicone Sealant (Low Modulus, neutral cure) and chipboard
screws for fixing down to the supporting cabinets and to fix
Splashbacks and Upstands to walls.

• MS Polymer Sealant - recommended for fitting under
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Planning and Layout Guide

Careful planning is the key to successful installation. If possible begin planning with a pre-site survey. 
When designing your Worksurface Layout, you should start by establishing where the Sink and other appliances will be installed 
and then the corner from where you will start to install each of the worktops, from this you can plan where the joints between 
each of your worktops should be – please see Fig. 1 for a common kitchen layout.

•When planning your worktop layout:

• Ensure joints do not fall on or within 100mm of cut-outs

• Ensure cut-outs are at least 50mm from worktop edge

• Joints in worktops should fall on a carcass end not in the
middle, this gives added support to a joint

• Each worktop requires an expansion clearance (to the
wall) of 1mm for every linear metre of worksurface (i.e.
3mm for a 3 metre length)

• Worktops should not be planned to have overhangs
greater than 250mm.

• Allow at least 120mm between heated Cut Outs.
Allow at least 50mm behind an electric hob, or 120mm
behind a gas hob to the front of any splashback or
upstand. Always refer to hob Manufacturer’s Instructions
and increase these allowances if they so require.

• All worktops over gaps between floor cabinets (i.e. for
appliances) greater than 600mm long, must be supported
with suitable wall battens to add support and stop bending
under load

• All worktops over spaces unsupported by the floor
cabinets greater than 600mm long (i.e. some Sink and
Corner Cabinet designs) must have additional support
along the walls using suitable wall battens

• Issues to avoid, also see images below:-

• joints above appliances are not acceptable.

• joints above gaps or spaces are not acceptable.

• joints within 100mm of a Cut Out are not acceptable.

• unsupported gaps or overhangs.

• Where fitting over two adjacent appliances is
unavoidable, always fit an End Support Panel between the
two appliances – see Fig 2.

• Corner joints should never be mitred into the corner.

Worktop Joints

• Always use plain butt jointed corners and add any simple
edge profiles after the joints are finished.

Maximum Overhang for all 

worktops is 250mm, 
depending on the 
installation position and 
use extra support may be 
needed using suitable 
wall battens or brackets. 

Joints must be a 
minimum of 100mm 
from Sink or Hob
Cut Outs

Min. 
50mm 
from the 
edge.

Min. 
50mm 
from the 
edge.

Joints above Appliances are 
acceptable providing front and 
back support rails are fitted.

Joint
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Min 100mm 

Joint

Min 100mm from 
Joint

--------------------

Diagonal 
corner, use a 
standard 
worktop up to 
625mm deep

Mitred Joints are not 
permitted in any 
position except for 
Veined colours, see 
pages 3 & 4.

Always use this type 
of corner solution, 
across the worktop 
and square to it’s 

Maximum 
unsupported  
Overhang  300mm 

Where possible, for correct support, plan all joints 
to be situated directly above floor cabinet ends 

Joint above the Floor Cabinet ends. 

Try to avoid planning two appliances together. If 
unavoidable, fit an intermediate end panel  

Corner Joints should never be mitred. 
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Cutting to Size

Mask off the section of worktop to be cut and mark the cutline 
on the masking tape. This protects the surface and enables the 
marked line to be clearly visible on all finishes.

Using a hand held Circular Saw or Plunge Saw with TCT Triple 
Chip Blade and using a straight edge for guidance, cut to size 
leaving an extra 2-3mm to be trimmed off with a router for the 
best finish. This material is very hard and it is best to cut 
through in 3 passes of 4mm each pass increasing the depth of 
cut with each pass accordingly.
All cut edges and Joint edges should be skimmed to the 
finished size using a Hand router with a sharp clean TCTdouble 
fluted straight cutter, the Router Guide Bush and Straight Edge. 
(see Fig. 3).  

Curved corners can be achieved using the router as above and 
a Radius Corner Jig.

Scribing the Worktop to the Wall (where necessary)

Hot Pipes
When hot pipes need to pass through the worktop, there should be a minimum clearance of 10mm between the cut-out and the 
pipe(s) in order to stop heat transfer from the pipes to the worktop and to comply with the warranty. In most cases the pipes will be 

Line of the 
Corner where 
Walls 1 and 2 

Wooden 
Block Spacer

• To scribe this edge, offer the panel to the wall in it’s planned position
on the supporting cabinets touching the wall in at least 1 place, line up
the front edge parallel with the cabinets - the front overhang should be
30-35mm. If the overhang exceeds this it may be necessary to trim
material from the back edge of the worktop to allow it to fit correctly, if
the wall is uneven and the back edge needs to be scribed then follow
these instructions.

•You need to use a wooden block as a spacer (or a disk with a central
hole for a pencil) to mark the edge of the panel parallel to the wall and
therefore If any of the panel needs to be trimmed off to fit against the
wall with minimal gaps– measure the width of the spacer from it’s outer
edge to the centre of your pencil (or the distance from the edge of the
Disk to the pencil hole) – this is the spacer width - See image right.

• Apply masking tape along the back edge
Move the panel away from the corner such that the widest gap is no
more than this spacer and clamp/old in place. Next, push the spacer
along the wall with the pencil, drawing a line along the full length of the
worktop.

The scribing process reflects the contours of uneven back walls to the 
worktop, allowing the correct overhang at the front of the base 
cabinets. It may not be necessary to scribe worktops to the walls if 

This line will now match the shape of the wall – this is your 
scribing line - See image above.

• Machine off all of the material on the outside of the
scribing line using a jig saw for rough cuts but finishing off

Hob & Inset Sink Cut Outs

•Follow the instructions supplied with the Hob or Sink to use the supplied Template or to make a Jig from the Template that will
enable you to make the Cut Out in the correct position within the Planning and Layout Guide limitations, using a soft pencil mark out
the edge of the cut out.

•To start the cut out, drill a 10 or 12mm diameter hole in each corner for a square cut out - always drill into a spare piece of MDF or
chipboard supporting the underside - to avoid chipped or flaked edges to the drilled hole.
Using either a Router with a 12.7mm cutter and 30mm Guide Bush, or a Circular Saw as described in the section "Cutting to Size",
cut through the edges of the cut out joining the drilled holes - ensure that you cut through in 3 passes of 4mm each pass increasing
the depth of cut with each pass accordingly.

•If the cut out has curves or large radiuses, use a jig or template - Clamp the hob or sink jig/template in correct position onto the
worktop (Fig. 8). Check that corners have correct radius for the hob or sink (some sink radii are rather large) before commencing

•All cut-outs must be machined using a router with a cutter and 30mm guide bush, use the method described in the section “cutting
to size”. All edges must be smoothed gently with 180 grit sandpaper to remove and chips and broken edges.
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Please note for Hob Cut Outs: The inner edge of the Cut Out must 
leave 6mm clearance around all sides of the hob to stop excess heat 
transferring into the worktop.

•If using a Jig Saw to remove the Cut Out centre, jig saw the cut at least
10mm inside the finished inner edge line. Then using a router, remove
the excess back to the inner edge line leaving a 6mm radius in all 4
corners. Remove the sharp top and bottom edges with fine sandpaper or
profile the edges with a 2mm radius all round using a router.

• Apply 50mm Seld Adhesive Heat Resistant Hob Tape around the entire
cut out (Fig.59), ensuring that it protrudes beyond the hob flange and is
in contact with worksurface and hangs straight down, heat reflection tape
is required for all hot cut outs. Apply a second piece of Hob Tape to all
corners to ensure adequate coverage.

Fitting Inset (Top Mounted) Sinks and Hobs:

•Before installing Hobs or Inset Sinks, ensure that the top face of the worktop
around the cut out is thoroughly clean and dust free then degrease using the
alcohol wipes (provided in the Installation kit) and allow to dry.

•Always follow the installation instructions supplied with the Sink or Hob
including sealing between the Sink or Hob and the work surface.

•If there are no instructions to seal between the Sink or Hob and the Work
Surface, this must be completed as follows: - Apply a continuous bead of MS
Polymer Sealant or suitable Low Modulus Silicon Sealant to the flange of the
sink and press into position, ensure that the bead is squeezed out
continuously all along the joint line to provide a watertight seal.

•Following the sink instructions tighten all of the sink clamps.
If required, use small offcut blocks of MDF or Chipboard (fixed in place with
hot melt adhesive to the underside of the worktop) as spacers between the
worktop and the Sink and/or Hob Clips - see image right

Under Mount Sinks & Drainer Grooves

Undermount Sink Cut Out:

•Follow the instructions supplied with the Hob or Sink to use the supplied Template or to make a Jig from the Template that will
enable you to make the Cut Out in the worksurface. Clamp the hob or sink jig/template in correct position onto the worktop (Fig. 8).
Check that corners have correct radius for the hob or sink (some sink radii are rather large) before commencing.

•All cut-outs must be machined using a router with a 12.7mm TCT Router Cutter and a 30mm guide bush, use the method described
in the section “cutting to size”, cutting in 3 passes of 4mm depth increments. Support the central area to be cut out using an offcut
of MDF or Chipboard to stop it dropping out or to the floor during cutting.

Fitting Under mounted Sinks to the Cut Out:
Please Note: If Drainer Grooves are required, they should be made at this stage, please refer to the later section “Installing Drainer 
Grooves” before continuing.

•Using the instructions above, cut the opening in the top surface for the Under mounted Sink using the Template supplied with the
sink.

•Ideally using a router with radiused edge profile cutter with a bottom bearing, apply a small radius to the inner edges of the cut out.
alternatively, apply this small radius using the 108 Grit and then 240 Grit sandpaper supplied in the Installation Kit.

•Finish the inner edge using a palm sander or by hand with 180 Grit, 240 Grit Sandpapers and then finishing with the Abrasive Pad.
Keep the sandpaper and abrasive pad flat to avoid cutting into the decorative surface.

•Turn the worksurface upside down and place the inverted sink in position, check that it is centralised and then mark the positions of
the sink clips using the brass spreading inserts supplied in the Installation Kit - do not use the screws supplied with the sink clips.
space the sink clip positions following the sink supplier's instructions.

• Using an 8mm diameter drill, drill no more than 8mm deep into the underside of the worksurface in the marked positions. Supporting
the Underside, push the brass inserts into the holes and lightly tap the insert in flush with the underside using a small  hammer. Using
the sink clips, dry fit the sink to check the position and then remove the clips to seal the sink in position.

•Before installing the Sink, ensure that the underside of the worktop around the cut out is thoroughly clean and dust free then
degrease using the alcohol wipes (provided in the Installation kit) and allow to dry.

•Apply a continuous bead of MS Polymer Sealant or suitable Low Modulus Silicone sealant to the flange of the sink and press into
position, ensure that the bead is squeezed out continuously all along the joint line along both the inner and outer edge to provide a
watertight seal. Following the sink instructions, fit and tighten the sink clamps in the correct order and then remove excess sealant
and smooth the bead then leave without moving to allow the sealant to set.

•Note: If a Wasted disposer is to be fitted to an Under mount Sink, the sink will need additional independent support such that the
weight of the Waste Disposer is not supported by the Under Mount Sink.
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Finishing and Polishing Edges

●The top and underside surfaces are all supplied ready finished with no further work or treatment required.
●All exposed edges need to be finished however this is easy to achieve either by hand with a sanding block or using a palm
sander. Using the 180 grit, then 240 Grit and finally the Abrasive Pad, gently smooth the exposed edges and to achieve an even
finish, wipe the edges surface with a damp cloth between each pass removing any dust and abrasive particles.

●Do not apply heavy pressure as this will clog the abrasives and heat up the edges.

Installing Drainer Grooves:

•A Jig is available for the cutting of Drainer Grooves. The jig is designed for up to 6 grooves but you can install the quantity required to
suit your sink , either using part of the jig for fewer grooves or using it in another position to add more grooves. The Jig can be used
with a 3mm spacer (not supplied) between the worksurface and jig to provide sloping drainer grooves – always position this end away
from the sink.

•Note: Never cut Drainer Grooves deeper than 6mm.

• Place the Jig in the position that suits your needs – it is 600mm deep and should be positioned parallel to the front edge of the
worksurface. You can also vary the length of the grooves to extend them further from the sink bowl by moving the Jig either closer or
further away from the sink along the worktop.

•Clamp the Jig firmly in the desired position.

•Use a hand router fitted with a 30mm guide bush and a radius cutter to suit the desired Drainer Groove width, set the plunge depth to
3mm  at the end of the jig next to the sink cut out.

•Starting at the end with the spacer, plunge the router and machine smoothly along the Jig to create the drainer groove that increases
in depth towards the sink – do not force the router and try to finish in one pass along each groove. Increase the plunge depth to up to
6mm - no more for the final pass and repeat as above – this will provide a smooth finish that is much easier to sand and finish.

•Check the Jig position and clamps and repeat for all of the remaining grooves that you require.

•Hand sand and finish the grooves using the 180 grit, 240 grit sandpapers and finally the abrasive pad being careful to avoid cutting
into the decorative surface .

Radiused 
Router cutter

Drainer Groove 
Jig clamped in 
position

Preparing the Joint 

“Female” joint 
face

“Male” joint 
face

Prepared joint 
faces –
skimmed with 
a Router

Joint Type
These Worksurfaces should only be joined by means of a plain Butt 
Joint with "Joint Biscuits"– the two faces of the joint are plain, flat and 
square to the top surfaces of the worktop in combination with Joint 
Biscuits - supplied in the Installation Kit.

Butt Joint Parts - see image right.
A Butt Joint is made up of 2 parts with flat faces that press up against 
each other “cheek to cheek”, these can be a joint in a corner or to 
extend the length of a worktop by joining two worktops end to end. 

Preparing the Butt joint – see image right
The mating faces of the 2 worktops to be jointed need to be prepared, 
using a router fitted with a standard straight Tungsten Carbide cutter 
and a long Straight Edge. 
Position the Straight Edge so that the router cutter will skim off about 
0.5 mm from the faces of the joint cleanly with no missed or inset 
parts of the faces.
It is not a problem if you need to remove more material to achieve a 
clean joint face providing the joint face of the mating piece matches it 
– if you create an inset or “female” joint face on the front edge of the
worktop in a corner joint, allow for the other worktop to be joined to it
to be correspondingly longer to maintain the required overall length of
the jointed pieces.

Joint faces showing where the material needs to be 
skimmed for a good unobtrusive finished joint. 
These joint faces must be cleaned with an Alcohol 
Wipe before applying any Glue – see instructions 

If this occurs the front edge of the jointed end may need to 
be slightly mitred into the inset front edge of the mating 
worktop.

Preparing the Joint - continued 
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Bonding and completing the Joints

Preparing the Joint - continued 

Creating "Pockets for the Joint "Biscuits" see images right
● Apply masking tape along the top surface of both faces of the

joint, this makes all marking out more visible and protects the top
surface when machining.
● Mark out the positions of 5 pockets evenly spaced along the

length of the joint faces for the Joint Biscuits (supplied in the
Installation Kit), the pockets need to be set 4mm from the top face
of the worksurfaces on both sides of the joint as shown below right.
● Using a Router with a size 20 Biscuit Cutter, machine out the

pockets - note: size 20 Biscuit cutter will machine to the correct
depth, machine each pocket a few millimetres longer than the
length of the biscuits to allow some adjustment when positioning
the jointed pieces together.
● Clean out and remove all dust and chips from the pockets and

the joint faces.
● Dry fit the Biscuits (i.e. without using any adhesive) into each

pocket in one joint face and then dry fit the opposite joint face onto
the biscuits to check that the biscuits fit and that the joint can be
closed fully and that the top faces can sit flush to each otheter. THe
joint can also be adjusted front to back to fit the installation. If
necessary, adjust the pocket size to allow a correct fit.
● If there are any gaps or chipping along the joint faces, take the

joint apart and skim the affected joint face or faces to have a close
joint with no gaps. Also, use a straight edge to check that the top
surfaces both sides of the joint are flat, and that they can be tapped
flat once clamped together and glued.
● There is a small tolerance for the thickness of these worktops of

plus/minus 0.6mm (there can be variance in thickness between two
worktops of up to 1.2mm). Any thickness difference between two
worktops to be jointed should be installedthe with the top surfaces
either side of the joint fitted flat and the difference all to the
underside of the joint. This is not a product fault.

● The recommended method to use to clamp the joint together is using G-Clamps

with MDF or Wooden blocks. Prepare at least 3 pairs of small MDF or wooden
blocks and, using Hot Melt adhesive, glue one block of each pair to the top face
either side of the joint - use the G-Clamps to close the joint and to clamp tight.
Note: the Holt Melt Adhesive bond is temporary and easily removeable after the
joint is finished and the G-Clamps removed.
Note: If using wooden blocks do not use the end grain side to glue, the glue is
more difficult to remove if this face of the blocks are used.
● Assemble the joint dry and clamp together as in the image right, to check fit as in

"Preparing the Joint" above.
● When the joint is correct, take apart and remove the Joint Biscuits then clean the

joint faces with the denatured alcohol wipes supplied in the Installation Kit.
● Using the supplied Clear Epoxy Resin glue as directed on the container, apply

glue into each pocket on both sides of the joint and along the joint face on one
side. Close the joint by hand and check that there are no gaps in the glue line
between the joint faces - add more glue as required. Then apply the ● G-clamps to

the outsides of the blocks (as shown in the image right) and tighten the joint.
● Check that the surfaces either side of the joint are flat and flush, if one side is

raised, slacken off the adjacent G-clamps and gently tap the surfaces flat with a
mallet and re-tighten the G-Clamps. Using a clean cloth dampened with white
spirit, clean off all excess glue before it hardens.

● As descibed above, any slight difference in thickness should be to the underside

once the top faces are tapped flat and the G-Clamps re-tightened.

● Leave the jointed worksurfaces in place without disturbance for 60 minutes to

allow the glue to fully cure and then remove the clamps. With a mallet tap the
sides of the MDF/wooden blocks to remove them, any Hot Melt adhesive left
behind should be removed with the Denatured Alcohol wipes.

Suction Cup Clamps, as shown above, 
can also be used to clamp these 
worksurfaces, use in place of the 
MDF/wooden blocks and G-clamps.

Final Finishing and Treatment of Edges
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Final Finishing and Treatment of Edges

Important: Please read the information carefully and 
ensure your keep these instructions for future reference.

Looking after your Apollo Compact® Worktops
Apollo® Compact Laminate worksurfaces not only look very 
attractive and exude quality; they are also very hard wearing 
and can be cleaned using everyday kitchen surface cleaning 
products - Note, this does not include specific Bleach 
and/or Limescale remover Sprays, see the "Other 
Spillages" section for more information.

Important: Always check the use instructions on cleaning 
products and any exclusions listed on the label and use 
accordingly - if in doubt try out on an unseen area or an 
offcut before using on your Worksurfaces. Always wear 
rubber gloves when using chemicals to prevent any cracking, 
drying or other reaction to your skin.

Every day cleaning
● Remember, it is always easier to wipe up a spill than to have

to deal with a dried-on stain.
● Apollo® Compact Laminate worksurfaces are impervious to

liquids however it is always best to clean up spills as they
occur.
● Wipe the worksurface, with a damp cloth and kitchen surface

cleaner if required, including cleaners for Grease to remove
any oils and fat deposits Note: washing up liquid can also be
used for greasy food deposits. Buff dry with a soft dry cloth.
● If any stains need further attention, allow the cleaner or

washing up liquid 30 seconds contact time, before wiping and
rinsing. If required use a Cream Cleaner with a damp cloth
then rinse and wipe as above.
● Hard water will always leave water marks on non porous

surfaces, these can easily avoided by wiping up and drying any
splashes immediately. Dried on water marks and light
limescale build up can be removed using a solution of 50%
white vinegar and clean water left in contact with the marks for
no more than a minute before rinsing with clean water and
buffing dry. Regular maintenance can use a solution of 10 %
white vinegar and 90 % water to dampen a clean cloth to wipe
over and then rinsing and drying as before.

Other Spillages
● All strong chemicals (i.e. Bleach and Caustic liquids) should

not be left in contact with these worksurfaces because they will
stain the material, they should be wiped off immediately and
the surface rinsed with clean water before buffing dry.
● Accidental spills of strong chemicals that will damage the

worksurfaces, (e.g. paint stripper, brush cleaners, metal
cleaners, oven cleaners, cleaners containing methylene
chloride, acid drain cleaners, acetone based nail varnish
removers etc.), should be washed away immediately using
plenty of soapy water to avoid damaging the worksurface.
● For nail varnish spills, non-acetone based remover can be

used and then flushed with water.

Heat Damage Prevention
Warning: NEVER place hot pans, dishes or utensils directly on 
the worksurface or into an empty sink. Hot items will mark or 
damage the surface.

•Always use a heat protection pad or trivet (with rubber feet) for
hot cookware, or leave cookware to cool on the hob first.

Hob Safety
● The Installation & Maintenance Kit contains a heat reflective

tape, which the installer should apply around the hob cut-out in
the worksurface, before fitting the hob. This will prevent any
damage to the worksurface. However, extra care should be
taken when using the hob. Please follow both the appliance
manufacturer’s instructions and the advice below:

•An overhanging pan can scorch the surrounding worksurface.

•Always use the correct size of pan for the burner and ensure
that it is placed centrally.

•Do not use two burners as one (e.g. for a large griddle).

•Take extra care when using a large frying pan or wok.

Scratches
Warning: DO NOT cut or chop directly on the worksurface. 
Always use a chopping board.

•As with all work surfaces Apollo® Compact Laminate will show
light abrasion marks in normal daily use.

Fixing the Worktops to the Floor Cabinets

All exposed edges should already have been finished with Sand paper and the abrasive pad as detailed on page 6 "Finishing 
Edges", however it is worth checking to ensure that any edges have been missed or are now exposed and therefore need finishing
●All exposed edges need to be finished however this is easy to achieve either by hand with a sanding block or using a palm
sander. Using the 180 grit, then 240 Grit and finally the Abrasive Pad, gently smooth the exposed edges and to achieve an even
finish, wipe the edges surface with a damp cloth between each pass removing any dust and abrasive particles.
●Do not apply heavy pressure as this will clog the abrasives and heat up the edges.

Care & Maintenance

● The finished worksurfaces need to be fixed to the supporting cabinets and wall Battens etc using Low Modulus Silicon sealant and

Round Head Chipboard Screws (see following section for more details). Place the jointed and finished worktops in the final position
on the flat and levelled supports.

● To screw in place, use Roundhead or Panhead No6 (3.6mm) Chipboard screws selected for the length to screw into the worktop
underside no more than 6mm deep - you can screw through the cabinet front and back rails or using small slotted steel brackets
fitted to the side panels or wall battens.
Using a 2.5mm diameter drill make pilot holes 6mm deep in the positions of each fixing screw before screwing into position - take
care not to overtighten these screws
● We recommend applying beads of silicone where the worksurfaces meet the supporting Cabinets and wall battens, if the

worksurfaces need to be removed these beads can be easily cut through with a sharp blade and replaced as required together with
the fixing screws. Apply a bead along the back of the cabinets or wall battens, then apply a bead along the front and exposed sides of
the supporting cabinets (note this will also stop liquid spilling over the front or end edges from entering the cabinets). Also add a bead
from front to back along the inside of the cabinets every 600mm of length.


